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Abstract L thruster characteristic length.
Le Lewis number.

An overall ionization rate model has been de- i mass flow rate = minuA.
veloped which takes into account the detailed m particle mass.
effects of processes involving excited states, n particle number density.
and which may be used in a variety of flow mod- p pressure.
els. The resulting overall collisional rate coef- q critical value of a in conductivity equation.
ficients for 3-body recombination are reported R,, magnetic Reynolds number, R, = pauL.
here for the argon atom and first ion, and for Si, collisional rate coefficient, j -* k transition.
the hydrogen atom. The phenomenon of inlet T particle temperature (K).
ionisational ignition (steady state initiation of u plasma bulk velocity.
ionization) in self-field MPD thrusters has also V slip speed.
been further analysed and explained. The hy- z streamwise coordinate.
pothesis that back diffusion could explain the a ionisation fraction, a = -n
mm-scale ionising regions found in experiments # = v/u. '

has been tested in constant speed models of r ion slip flux: r = -n,V
atomic injection (first without and then with B the temperature ratio:
variable temperature) along with an accelerat- T.+T*
ing, subsonic atomic injection, constant tem- An magnetic interaction length.

perature model, and can explain ignition over a scalar conductivity.

a range of conditions identified here. T nondimensional electron temperature.
0 potential (voltage).

Subscripts/superscripts:
Nomenclature D diffusion.

e electrons.
A channel area (A = Hw). e el ns
B magnetic field. g heavy gas species.
B magnetic field. i ions.
E a thermal speed. o inlet.
C, modified ambipolar coefficient = Dan sonic passage.
D. ambipolar diffusion coefficient. throat.
e electron charge. tra
e electrion chge. oo far downstream asymptotic value
E electric field.

* equilibrium value.
Ei ionization potential energy.
G flow rate per unit area = nu.
H channel height.
h channel height/v/2. 1 Introduction
kg Boltzmann constant.
I a scale length. The first section of this paper presents the results
K, electron thermal conductivity, from a method of calculating overall recombination

*Graduate student and ionization coefficients for both atomic and ionic

tAssociate Professor species. Results are given for argon atoms and ions
IThis work partially sponsored by AFOSR Grant 86-0119 and for the hydrogen atom.
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The rest of this paper focuses on the role that an at an overall recombination coefficient (useful up to
upstream flux of charged particles may have on the Te = 50000K):
gas-plasma transition at the inlet of a magnetoplasma-
dynamic thruster. Steady-state "ignition" is defined '/n( - 3952
here as the condition when this ionizing zone is fixed S1, = 8.25 x 10- 4 exp (n( -000 .95)' (1)
at the inlet wall, making the wall boundary condition 0.6144
a critical ignition factor.

This problem has been considered in other works This compares favorably with the results reported
as well, although the details of the ionizing zone are by Owano, et al [6], which adjusted calculated over-
generally ignored. Such models do yield significant re- all rate coefficients (based on experimentally derived
suits, but are not capable of looking into failure modes, cross-sections) with spectroscopically measured rates
i.e., nonignition. These authors [7], [9] have previously in argon, and arrived at the following overall three-
addressed constant temperature models with constant body electron-ion recombination coefficient:
speed as well as acceleration, and a local energy bal-
ance model with accelerating flow. Burton [2] consid-
ered a finite thermal conductivity model, and included S 0 wno = 3.3x10-44 13 5 3 0 0  exp47800
some radiation effects, with constant bulk speed, and / \ Te) s
supersonic injection. The supersonic inlet assump- (2)
tion essentially erases any possible effect that back-
diffusion may have on inlet ionization, so that this __

should be considered as work of similar direction, but T,(K)
in different regimes. Sea 10000 20000 40000

Three cases will be addressed here: atomic injec- this work 6.84 x 10- 4 1  3.63 x 10- 4  9.22 x 10- 4

tion at constant speed with constant temperature Owano 6.10 x 10- 41  3.15 x 10-" 2  5.87 x 10- 4

and then varying temperature, and atomic injectionSthen varing temperature, and atomic injion Table 1: Collisional rate coefficients for three-bodywith constant temperature and accelerating flow. All recombination in the argon atom (A): comparison of
recombination in the argon atom (AI): comparison ofunits herein are mks, and temperatures are in degrees the results of this work and those of Owano. Units of

Kelvin. the results of this work and those of Owano. Units of
SK are m6 /s.

2 The Ionization Rate Model
2.2 Argon Ion (AII)

This section extends the work reported by these au-
thors previously on the subject of calculating overall A 33-level second ionization model for argon was also
ionization and recombination coefficients for atomic developed. Note that the gap between the highest
and ionic species. The formulation has been presented excited state used and the ion is 2.77 eV. This is a
[8] and here results are given for the argon atom and weakness at low T, (as the low temperature behavior
ion and the hydrogen atom. depends on the missing upper levels) and will have to

In most of the channel, the excited states, which be accounted for.

are relatively close energetically, may be expected to
relax fast enough for reactive balance to be assumed.
This dynamic equilibrium of the excited states holds, Se = 7.17 x 10-  exp (in(M o)- 1.3485)2 m
regardless of what the plasma is doing if the excited 0.9293 s
state time scales are short enough. Given the excited (3)
state population distribution, and assuming that the
ground state population is essentially the neutral den-
sity, then overall rate coefficients may be calculated. 2.3 Hydrogen Atom (H)
Presented here are overall recombination coefficients. The hydrogen atom has been modeled with 19 levels.

The hydrogen atom has been modeled with 19 levels.The overall collisional ionization coefficient may be The resulting collisional recombination rate coefficientThe resulting collisional recombination rate coefficientcalculated by imposing overall microreversibility [8]. i (good up to T, = 60000K):
2.1 Argon Atom (AI)

The argon atom model consists of 21 levels, including / (n( 408832 m\
the ground state, 19 lumped excited states, and the S, = 6.985 x 10 4 2 exp ( (  )  40883) m

continuum (the ion). The results using the Drawin 0.8179
cross-section model [4] have been curve-fitted to arrive (4)
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3 Inlet Flow Model tion of n, in the transverse direction so that h is actu-
ally of the actual channel height, H 0.02m.) in

The rest of this paper will investigate steady-state order to allow a balance to be struc far downstream
ionization at the inlet, or ignition, of a self-field of the ionization layer.
magnetoplasmadynamic thruster. This section will The integrated total momentum equation, including
present the basic equations of motion as well as de- pressure and magnetic (Lorens) forces and neglecting
tails of the models used here for ion slip and electrical friction, is
conductivity. Section 4 will consider three cases of
constant speed ignition, and section 5 will consider B2
ignition in an accelerating flow. mnu + p + 4 = F (7)

We will consider injection of atomic argon into the .
r c l t h a p s b t e and the electron energy equation, including axial heat

thruster channel through a porous backplate to ensure
1-D bulk flow. Figure 1 shows the general onfigura- conduction, Ohmic heating, and energy loss due to the
1-D bulk fow. Figure 1 shows the general configura-

endothermic ionization process, and neglecting both
tion of the inlet region. Since the hypothesis of this endothermic ioniation process, and neglecting both
work is that back-diffusion of electron-ion pairs sus- pressure work and transverse heat conduction, is

tains ignition, the characteristic scale length of the
ionization region is expected to be the back diffusion 3 dnuaT, d ( dT, j 2

length, ID, defined below. -B d - ) +  - Ei n , (8)

and the magnetic field is governed by the following

Sx equation

dB
Anode (+) = -,.j = -p,a[E - uB] (9)da

uniform where n, is the electron (and ion) number density and
flow ->pl n. is the neutral particle number density, u is the bulk

Inlet plasma speed, p is the pressure, B is the magnetic field, T, is
back diffusion as ' - o the electron temperature, E and j are the electric field

and current density, and G and F are constants of the
flow. 1V = it - u is the species j slip speed, and uj

Cathode (-) is the speed of species j. The ionization fraction is
defined as a = n,/n9 .

Figure 1: 1-D Thruster Inlet Region

3.2 Ion-Neutral Slip
3.1 Equations of Motion

Since ions are being directly accelerated while neu-
The steady state, quasi-one dimensional equations of trals are accelerated by collisions with ions, there are
motion for this configuration are overall and electron actually two effects (acceleration and density gradi-
continuity, overall momentum, electron energy, and a ents) leading to ion-neutral slip. In [9] we derived an
magnetic field equation. The equations used are a alternative to Fick's Law from the neutral momentum
simplified version of the 1-D equations of Niewood [5]. equation. Using the definition of the ambipolar diffu-

The overall continuity equation is, sion coefficient:

(n. + n.)=u n = n = (5) k(T+ (10)A m i  m)EQ.Qnn, a

where n, is the total number density of of nuclei, n. as well as the definition of the Bohm velocity:
is the number density of atoms, and n, is the number
density of electrons. The mass flow rate is rh, the
channel area is A, and the nucleus mass is m. Since V = k(T (11)
this is a quasi-neutral plasma, and only singly ionized m i

specie may exist, n, = n,, where n, is the number and the temperature ratio
density of the ions. The ion continuity equation is To

0 --- (12)
dn,u dn, Vi Dan, T + T,

-- - + i, (6)
dz dz h2  (0 should be small near the inlet, and we use 0 = 0.1

In equation 6, the transverse ambipolar diffusion, here) we arrive at the following expression (from the
-', is included (with an assumed parabolic distribu- neutral momentum equation) for the ion slip flux:

3
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q is roughly the minimum ionization fraction for
S U da) Coulomb collision dominance at the reference temper-

nV = DanB (1 - ) - 1 d ature. q x 0.001 results from typical channel con-
\Bv / dz de ditions. The reference conductivity is approximately

(13) 1000 to 4000 Si.
If there is no acceleration and no total pressure gra-

dient ( dn = - d), Fick's law results:

(n ) dn, da 4 Constant Speed Ignition
(n, V); = -D, - - Dn- (14)d z d x  ( In this case, we extend the work in [9], adding the

The ambipolar diffusion coefficient can be replaced effects of temperature variation to a constant speed
by C, = Dan,, a function of temperature only. Using ionizational ignition analysis in a constant area chan-
the form for D in equation 10, Ca is, for argon nel. The total number of nuclei (which is a constant

for constant speed) in the plasma is governed by equa-
Ca = 1.274 * 101' (1 + Tm- 1 - 1) tion 5, with G constant.

\ T/ Using Fick's law in this case, equation 14, then the
definition of the ion slip, r is:

3.3 Electrical Conductivity
da n, V r

The electrical conductivity which appears in equations d - = C (16)
8 and 9 is significant for both the Ohmic heating and
the rate of change of the magnetic field, and is, in Taking advantage of the constant G, the convection
general, a function of both electron temperature and term i equation 6 becomes G2 = G/C, by equa-
ionization fraction. This behavior is seen at low a, t ion 16, so that the ion continuity equation is now

and may be expressed as [1]: dr Gr . Dn)
- - (n , - -) (17)

e2 n dz C, (1
= m,(v' + v,) Equation 8, the energy equation, is modified by the

assumption that j ; o E, and defining the heat flux
where the electron-ion collisional rate goes as the elec- as
tron temperature to the -3/2 power:

dT,
S r- q= K  ' (18)

i c T 3  I 1.24 x so that the resulting energy equation is

3 daT dq
using mks units, and temperatures in K, and the 2Gk =d - +  E 2 - Ei, (19)

electron-neutral collisional rate goes as the square root The nondimensional forms of equations 16, 17, 18,
of the electron temperature [1]: and 19 are, respectively:

v ,, c T,/ 2  da
- 7 (20)

Assuming that In (1.24 x 10./') d 10, and using

numerical values for argon from Bittencourt [1], then aA ( - a) - - 21)
the electrical conductivity, nondimensionalized by a
reference value, is

dr
= = Q (22)

Sar 
3/ 2  73/ 2

,, a + (1 - a)qr/2 1 + (- 1)q/2 (15)
S= [a + 7 - al + .jaAj [9(1 - a) - aA2]]

where r = T,/T,, and T,,f is the electron tempera- e[Q + - + 1- a) - a2 A 2]
ture as z/ID -> 0o, and (23)

Soo and where the length is nondimensionalized as = zlD,

q = 7.2 x 10- 2"T2 where ID = C,/G is the back-diffusion length, the
nondimensional slip is 7 = r/G, and the electrical
conductivity is a = a/ro-. The nondimensional pa-

or,, = 7.76 x 10- *T Si rameters are:
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700.- G=10"
S./ ___ G1024
SI 600- / --- G>10

3= A, - 7 (G in m- 2 -')
Urf U

2  
500.-

/ * ubo

A n ) A C 400.-

A? = , S .o(hn,)' (m/s) - extinction
C= ,,9 E' E so :SII C 2  = 300.

k 'T,, /G yksT,, 200.

;s to00.-
The Damkohler coefficient for ionizationVI|A = -
ID/li5The nondimensional ionization coefficient is o.

,.0.00 0.00 1.oo to 2.00 2.B0 3.00
S(') = S, 1/S5 I1 , and Sf is evaluated at T,,f, the .0 0. . T, 1 eV) .

electron temperature at ( = oo. The Lewis num-
ber, which is the ratio of the diffusion length scale to
the thermal conductivity length scale and is typically Figure 2: Blowoff speed for argon, in M, constant

O(10-2), is speed and temperature, atomic injection.

3 ksnD IDLe = 2 -K -Ico defined as as a solution where the wall condition may
be satisfied at 70 > 0 for a finite ionization zone [7],

4.1 Atomic Injection, Constant T, requiring

The case of constant speed and temperature, and 1
atomic injection was treated previously by these au- Ai(1 - As) > 4 (28)
thors [9], and is repeated briefly here since its results
introduce some points relevant to the other cases. Set- which sets a lower limit on the Damkohler coefficient,
ting Q - 0, leaves only two equations, for a and 7 or an upper limit on the injection speed. This upper

(equations 20 and 21). Using the ionization fraction limit speed can be considered a "blowoff" speed:

as the independent variable (dividing equation 21 by
equation 20, the result is u < 2 C .S.4 = uo (29)

- 1 - (24)
da 7 This blowoff speed is plotted vs T, in figure 2 for

The first boundary condition chosen is critical: that various G and H = 0.02m. In this case, we use the

the ions (moving at a velocity equal to the average argon ionization coefficient described earlier in this pa-

velocity plus the ion slip velocity) reach the sheath at per which differs from figure 1 of reference [9], which

the inlet wall at the Bohm velocity moving upstream has a blowoff speed using the Hinnov-Hirschberg ion-

against the bulk flow: ization coefficient.
Therefore, successful ignition in this simple model

n,(u + V) = -n,vB sets an upper bound on the injection speed, as is found
in simple 1-D diffusion fames. Note also that G ap-

Using the nondimensional variables, this becomes pears in the product A1A3 in equation 28, so that,
under certain conditions, where the oo boundary con-

To = O (1 + -- (25) dition is accepted, there is also a constraint of mass
S U) flow rate, m = miGA. It should be noted that in the

The second boundary condition is that the deriva- cases displayed above, the blowoff speed is less than
tive be smooth as 7 -- 0, so that the numerator of the the acoustic speed of the heavy particles.
fraction in equation 24 is zero at f = oo:

1 - a, - aoA 2 - As = 0 (26) 4.2 Atomic Injection, Varying T,

so that the ionization fraction at oo is In this section we now allow T, to vary (finite thermal

Sconductivity) to investigate the effects on the ignition
a = - 1 + Az(1 - As) - 1 (27) criterion. Using a as the independent variable again,

2A 2  the equations for constant speed, finite thermal con-

The ignition criterion is found by a local analysis ductivity, and atomic injection are equations 21, 22,
of equation 24 near a = 7 = 0. Successful ignition is and 23, respectively, all divided by equation 20:

5
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1.4-

1.2- Te
d=- AIa[S(1 - a) - a 2 A2 - A] 1(30) 1.

da 71.- 0 = 1.196

dr Q .-r Q (31) 0

da -
E = 176.4V/m

dQ 1 r + aQ - &H + eo.aAI[(1 - a) - a'A2] 0.4- G=7.sx 1023m-2/.
dQ 1 a-I+a7l[S(1-a)-- - 2

2] T.. = 20000K
da Le 0.2- u = 469.4 m /0

(32) ao = 0.00322
The boundary conditions are again the wall condi- o.o -- , . , , ,

tion, equation 25, plus that all derivatives are smooth 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

at the asymptotic limit: 7. -* 0. One such condition
will be the same as equation 26. In addition, Qoo = 0, Figure 3: Constant speed ignition with atomic injec-
and tion and varying temperature: a and T,.

I - ,aA[1 - a - aA 2] = 0 (33) in this case will always be higher than that for the
Finally, it is assumed that the electrons do not heat constant temperature case.
the inlet wall, so that the initial electron heat flux is
zero: Qo = 0.

Note that S = 1 at = oo, since that is where 5 Ignition in Accelerating
the reference values are taken. The combination of Flows
equations 26 and 33 is usually used to solve for ao
and T  = T,, as a function of (n, h, T,, E). In We now drop the assumption of constant speed,
this case, the specified values are (G,T,,f, u, h) (u is with Q = 0. This allows us to analyze the interac-
arbitrary since no momentum balance is used), so that tion between the behavior of the magnetic field and

(am, E) = f(n,(u, G), h, T, T,,), and the ionization process. The problem is treated as two
inner-outer problems. First, there is a magnetic inner
(diffusive) region from the wall out to a zero current

II = eA A3aE E = ,iCaoo boundary condition, and then an ideal outer region
Sa,, h2  which is solved analytically into the channel and to

the throat. The ionization zone is found to be entirely
Local analysis near a = 7 = 0 results in the a similar embedded in the magnetic diffusion layer, and consists
ignition criterion as in the constant T , case, except it of an inner layer, near the wall, where ambipolar diffu-
is evaluated at the inlet temperature: sion is significant, and an outer layer, where diffusion

plays no significant role. The first subsection following
S< 2 C = ) (34) describes the model, and the second presents results.

1+ _ 5.1 Formulation

Figure 3 shows the temperature and ionization pro- We start with G = = constnt in the ionization
files for the trajectory corresponding to Le = 0.037, zone. The differential form of the momentum equation

A = 0.285, II = 0.56. The corresponding dimensional (7) is used:

quantities are denoted on the graph. du d Br B
It appears that the temperature variation does not miG - - + - (35)

have a dramatic qualitative effect on ignition. How- Ld d 2A
ever, it will have a quantitative effect, particularly where the pressure for a two temperature, electrically
at temperatures below 10000K, where the ioniza- neutral plasma is
tion rate coefficients are very sensitive to tempera-
ture changes. Another way that the temperature effect p = mani4(a + (1 - a)O) (36)
may be greater would be when the Hall effect plays a Here, because of the acceleration, the alternative
role in the thermal conductivity, raising the inlet tem- version for the ion slip flux is used, so that, from equa-
perature even higher, while shrinking the zone where tion 13, we can define the flux, r = -n,V, from
temperature variations are significant. Burton [2] con-
sidered this effect. Note also that T, at the wall is al- da tr u2  1 du
ways greater than Te at oo, so that the blowoff speed d . + ( 1 - a)( - 1)U z (37)d

6
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This equation, along with the following three, con- other equations of motion (40, 41, 42) by equation 43,
stitute the equations of motion for the quasi-one- we arrive at the following set of equations:
dimensional isothermal flow problem. Starting with
equation 35, and using equations 36, 37, the momen- d! f(1l - 0) _ - 20b

- I -(44)
tur equation becomes [9] db 1 - a(1 - 0) -

du 4V(i-)r + Bo(E - B)
-- C.u nG (38) do 7y ( dii
dz- - b ev9 + (1 - a) (- 1 db

Equation 6 may be rewritten as:
d- da ( A(1 - a) (46)

dl da Ca -fo e (46- = Gd+ Sin( - a) (39) db db

The second downstream (oo) boundary condition is
and the final equation is the magnetic field equation, the same balance between transverse ambipolar diffu-
equation 9. sion and ionization used in the constant speed case,

Nondimensionalizing these equations will allow us which is now:
to analyze them parametrically. Defining reference

values u, = , and 1,, = Am= x , then C.u e, i122,.m a (47)
the new variables are i = -"-, = -, b = , SiG2h A

= E/(ut b) and ( = -. The resulting nondi- Additional boundary conditions are the conditions
mensional equations of motion are: at the injector wall, and the internal boundary condi-

tions at the sonic passage point. The injector wall con-
d _ - + ( dition (25) still holds, except in the nondimensional

d 1 - (1 - 0) -4 form it is now

da 7 1 di
EDO ( z  +_S=- (1 )( - 1)3 (41) =. (48)

d-y da (1 - a) where the speed at the inlet wall, oi,, is now a result
S = - + a e, - ) (42) of the calculation, rather than a freely chosen value,

as was the case in the constant speed problem.

db E - b If subsonic injection is assumed, then smooth pas-
- 1 + ( - 1)q (43) sage through a "sonic point" [3] is required in the

a steady state. The sonic point is characterized as a
where for convenience we define singularity that occurs when the denominator of a

S-1 (equation 44) is identically zero at some b = b,. In
1 + (f - 1)q _ d order to be physically possible, the numerator must

E - ib \d be zero at the same b,. This poses a difficulty in the
full set of equations, since trajectories diverge rapidly

In addition to the parameters defined previously, near this singularity.near this singularity.

(C_)or,,tte (ld)l Therefore an "outer" set of equations is used "far"
ED = from the wall - and the sonic point is found to be

m embedded in this outer layer. Since ED < 1, diffu-
sion is dropped (-1 K 0) and the combination 7/eD is

SaiG Am eliminated from equations 44 and 45, arriving at the

A ,ore f Li nondiffusive layer equations:

= CAm du ((1 - ) ( - e) - 2b
" -Gh= d- 1+ (49)

The first far downstream (( - oo) boundary con-
dition will be that E = 0b, which implies an infinite d - )
length and hence an infinite magnetic Reynolds num- -d = -fa( - e) (50)
ber. This motivates us to choose the magnetic field
itself as the independent variable. Dividing the three and the ion slip flux is, from post-processing:

7
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We then find the throat, given bo and E, by eval-
-0 d f2 1 d uating this expression for decreasing b until Ho/H is

- =  (1 - m) -f (51) minimized. In practice, the contraction ratio, Ho/Ht
eD f db f dbJ is taken as a given, and equation 53 gives another re-

The variables at sonic point (where the denomina- lationship between E and b,.
tor of equation 49 is zero) may all be found explicitly This closes the problem for a given set of the param-

by setting both the numerator and denominator of eters. The numerical integrations are solved using a
equation 49 equal to zero, and using the integrated Runge-Kutta space-marching scheme, starting at the

momentum equation (eqn. 7, evaluating the constant, sonic point (non-diffusive equations), and marching
F once E and bo are chosen) to solve for b,, a,, and out both towards b,. and b,. The diffusive (equations

u,. These non-diffusive equations are used to march 44, 45, and 46) and non-diffusive (equations 49 and 50)
back toward the wall from the sonic point (and also solutions are patched just after the outer, non-diffusive

from the sonic point out to oo for the magnetic diffu- set value for - is small and positive (> 0.001), and
sive layer) until the slip 7 becomes positive, and then then the diffusive inner set is integrated to the wall.

patched with the diffusive solution, equations 44 to
46, are to get to the wall itself. The diffusive set is 5.2 Results
required to meet the boundary condition on the slip.

At this point, we have solved the problem from the Following are results from the inner-outer approach to

wall (b = 1) to the end of the magnetic diffusion layer the accelerating ignition problem as described above.
(where E = i,oob). This process yields a family of The plots vs f have been truncated so as to show

b. (E) for each E, each of which satisfies the bound- the ionization layer more clearly. A "standard" set

ary conditions. Thus, there is one remaining degree of parameters is defined in this work corresponding
of freedom. The problem is closed via an idealized to roughly Te, 20000K, H = 0.02m, G ; 7.5 x

channel downstream (the "outer" magnetic problem), 1024 m- 2 /s: A = 2, CD = 0.005, As = 0.1, / = 0.05,
where the flow is assumed to be constant temperature, 0 = 0.10, and q = 0.001. Since the ionization rate
frozen (at a = a,.), and zero current (E = ib). The coefficient varies the most dramatically with temper-
magnetic field is then a function of the area of the ature of the parameters, as can be seen in figure 4, A
channel, and we look for the throat. [3] Now (switch- will be varied while the other parameters are fixed.

ing to dimensional variables), 4 = EH is a constant, 7
so that the speed and density (mn, = ih/(uA)) are - 0 = 0.1

5-

B h 
a -

BH m ' 1- W
lgio A

and the pressure, from equation 36 is - 1-

B iy -a
P = -v B (O a (1 - )) -

so that the momentum equation, becomes -7 . . . 3 4' 18 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48

u' 1 B 2  Te(K)/1000

d- + I- dp+d2- = 0 (52) Figure 4: The parameter A vs. T.

Using the expressions for u, mine, and p above, and Figure 5 shows 7 vs a, for the standard set of pa-
the nondimensional variables and parameters already rameters, and a contraction ratio of one (E = 0.6019,
defined, plus the nondimensional potential,defined, plus the nondiensional potential, = 0.6583). The diffusive and non-diffusive solu-

_ tions are patched at 7 = 0.0036, a = 0.5592, and the
SEi eH sonic point is at b = 0.9854, a, = 0.9029. The iso-

clines are for the diffusive inner set at b = 1, using
then equation 52 may be recast and integrated to ob- equation 7 to solve for u(a). Note that, although the
tain the following expression: inner equations diverge as 7 -- 0 (as can be seen from

the isoclines), the outer set passes through smoothly,
H23 and the two sets patch quite well at a small positive

H , 1 2(0 + a,(1 - 0))In(L-) 4(bo - b) 7, as can also be seen from the isoclines.
H V b 2 4 Figure 6 shows the ionization fraction, a, vs the

(53) nondimensional length, ( = z/A, for the "standard"

8
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0.52 . / / / / / / 2/ / which depends strongly on the value of A. For large
0.44- , / /i ("supersonic"), the acceleration comes chiefly from

\ / / / / / / / the changing magnetic field:
0.36 - / / / / / / /

.\ \ ~ -. / / / / / / / / /

.28--/ fi.- + b 2- (56)- \ . - / / / / // /  
miGr(56)t

\ - " / / / / // / /
Gu,,

0.20- \ \

\\ / / / / / / / which does not depend very strongly on A so long
0 .1  

\ \ / /  / ' as the entire ionization region is Coulomb dominated.
04- s \ - ' ' ' / / Figure 7 shows the speed vs ( for the same conditions

SI i i )) ; I ' as in figure 6, and, as discussed above, the differences
-.4-' \ , I, , , 1 11,1, ,/ ( ,, , , , , in the accelerations near to the inlet are attributable
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Figure 5: 7 vs a, with inner-set isoclines. 0.700

0.600oo-

parameters, except that A (basically the ratio of the " = 4.o  s
acceleration to the ionization lengths) is varied as dis- ' o.so-
cussed above. Note that for small A, the ionizing scale .40o0
approaches that of the magnetic scale (f( 1), At -'
higher A, the ionizing scale is decidedly smaller than o.soo-
the magnetic scale, approaching f ; ED. As found
with the constant speed case, again higher A yields a .-

higher a,. o..oo
1.4
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0 = 2.o A = o.s Figure 7: Plasma speed fi vs f for the "standard"
a . parameters, except for varying A.

0.6-
A = 0.2 Note also on figure 7 that i. (the asymptotic value

o.4- of the speed) increases with A. Since b. has been
0.- found to not vary as much as ii, this means that

- the electric field will increase with A as well. Figure
o.o -i - - 8 shows this in a plot of the calculated 0 vs the ratio
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Figure 6: Ionization fraction a vs ( for the "standard" Martinez [3].
parameters, except for varying A. -lambda 4

Slambda- 2
Using equation 36 in the integrated momentum 0.65- .------ --- lambda. 0.50

equation (equation 7), and with constant G = n,u -lambda 0.30
in the ionization zone, and using the nondimensional lambda 0.20
variables and parameters defined above, 0.55 s- . . - Ideal

0.5-
8 0.~5 .... ... ... ... .......... .........

3(a + (1 - a)9) F0.45
+ + b2 = F (54)

" miG uf 0.4 -

For small ("subsonic") speeds, it < 3(a + (1 - a)8), 0.35- ---

the acceleration comes mostly from the pressure gra- 0.3- --.....
dient (which is strongly dependent on the gradient of 0.25 - *
a in this model), so that 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

(Ho/Ht)
(a + (1 - a)8) F

--- m-a F n (55) Figure 8: 4 vs -i miGu, , H,
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The first part of this paper briefly presents overall
collisional recombination rate coefficients that match
reasonably with experimental measurements. These
coefficients compare favorably with experiment, and
may be used in flow models.

The rest of the paper focuses on extending previ-
ous work on steady-state ionizational ignition at the
inlet of an electromagnetic plasma thruster. Ignition
criteria have been found, or at least estimated, for the
three cases presented here.

There are still several questions yet to be answered
about ignition. For one, is supersonic injection possi-
ble? Next, the energy equation has only a small quan-
titative effect on the constant speed case, but it may
have a larger effect with the strong acceleration near
the inlet. Finally, can radiative effects be significant
under typical self-field MPDT inlet conditions?
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